BSE Shop Orientation Quiz

Please return completed quiz along with completed shop safety agreement form to Kody Habeck in room 150b of the Ag Engineering Laboratory.

1) All of the material covered in the shop video can be found where online?

**Note – Completed shop safety forms WILL NOT be in a binder outside of Room 150b. This was stated in the video that the forms would be available, but this is incorrect.

2) T / F – A hold on your records will occur until any loaned building keys are returned.

3) Driver authorization needs to be renewed how often?
   a. 6 months
   b. 1 year
   c. 2 year
   d. Once while at the UW

4) T / F – Parking or moving violations that are obtained while a vehicle is checked out under your name will be paid by the University.

5) How many first aid kits are located in the Ag Engineering Laboratory? ____________________

6) The meeting point for a fire evacuation is ______________________

7) T / F – Normal prescription eye glasses are considered accepted eye protection

8) Which of the following ARE NOT acceptable while in the shop
   a. Full length pants
   b. Jewelry
   c. Closed toe shoes
   d. Long hair that is not up in a bun
   e. Hoodies with dangling strings
9) T / F – Only injuries that require medical attention need to be reported to the shop supervisor.

10) Damaged, broken or dull tools should be put where if the shop supervisor is not present at the time of damage?

11) T / F – It is acceptable to be trained on a piece of machinery by another student who is thoroughly trained on the particular machine.

12) The minimum number of people required to be present in the shop at all times is __________.

13) A suspension from all shop activities of ________ days will occur on the second strike of improper tool use, horseplay or unsafe work actions are observed.